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Toward an Integrated 
Framework for Modeling
Enterprise Processes

Enterprise process modeling is the
most important element in the design
of next-generation ERP systems.

Since the mid-1990s, many large- and
mid-size enterprises have implemented
off-the-shelf enterprise software packages
(also called enterprise resource planning,
or ERP, systems) to integrate their busi-
ness activities, including human resource
management, sales, marketing, distribu-
tion/logistics, manufacturing, and
accounting. Enterprise systems promise
not only information integration but the
benefits of reengineered and radically

improved business processes as well. “The
business world’s embrace of enterprise
systems,” according to [4], “may in fact
be the most important development in
the corporate use of information technol-
ogy in the 1990s,” an assessment that’s
just as valid today. However, despite a few
dramatic successes, many companies still
reportedly fail to realize these benefits
while incurring huge cost and schedule
overruns.
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I
magine that a large company has spent hundreds
of millions of dollars and three years implement-
ing an enterprisewide information system. But
when the system goes live, the company discovers
the system is incapable of supporting the volume
and price structure of its distribution business.

The project fails, and the company suffers monumental
losses and is ultimately driven into bankruptcy. The com-
pany sues the vendor of the software package, blaming it
for its losses. A hypothetical situation? Hardly. This disas-
ter story is as true as it is regrettable and avoidable [4].
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Given these mixed results, what should companies
do? Rejecting enterprise software as an enterprise-inte-
gration solution altogether would be foolhardy, given
the multimillion-dollar investments many companies
have made in the software and the partial success many
of them have realized. Moreover, next-generation enter-
prise software from such vendors as SAP, Oracle, and
PeopleSoft is evolving rapidly, promising to improve
flexibility, implementation, and support for the
extended enterprise through modules for customer
relationship management, advanced planning systems,
supply chain management, and collaborative com-
merce in a Web-based environment. Consulting firm
Gartner Group estimates that by 2005, this next gen-
eration of ERP it calls ERP II [11] will replace current
ERP systems, thus requiring companies to upgrade.
Enterprise process modeling is crucial to the design of
ERP II systems.

A common source of difficulty implementing enter-
prise software involves management’s understanding of
its own business processes [6]. A business process,
which is different from a traditional business function,
is typically cross-functional and involves the reciprocal
or simultaneous flow of information between two or
more functional areas, as well as among the functions
within these areas. For example, the order-fulfillment
process involves inputs from sales, logistics, manufac-
turing, and finance, as it progresses from sales order
entry, to delivery of the product, to the final step of col-
lecting cash payment from customers. Business
processes, including order-fulfillment, procurement,
and product development, hold the key to the financial
success of an enterprise. In theory, an enterprise system
is ready to support business processes because it encap-
sulates best business practices, or the tried and success-
ful approaches to implementing business processes, and
is hence the ideal vehicle for delivering the benefits of
an integrated cross-functional approach. 

However, “As many companies get ready to imple-
ment standard software, they encounter the problem of
how to simplify and model the enormous complexity
of their business processes” [6]. The result is that com-
panies often face the dilemma of whether to adapt to
the software and radically change their business prac-
tices or modify the software to suit their specific needs. 

Even if they decide to modify the software, they still
face maintenance and integration issues. Many enter-
prise systems today are notably inflexible with respect
to process specification and implementation [4]. More-
over, the packages are difficult to change and extend
due to their complex proprietary application program
interfaces and database schemata—a far cry from pro-
posed open standards of e-commerce [8]. Even if a
company were to overcome this barrier, modify its soft-

ware, and painstakingly build complex interfaces with
other information systems, its maintenance and inte-
gration issues would still not be completely resolved.
The modification trauma is reexperienced every time
the enterprise software vendor issues a new release of its
software. To be sure, leading ERP vendors are working
to resolve these issues, though much remains to be
done to realize the ERP II vision.

A holistic solution approach garnering considerable
researcher attention calls for renewed focus on enter-
prise process models instead of on technologies alone.
It envisions enterprises having the flexibility to redesign
enterprise processes—regardless of whether the new
processes are derived from clean-sheet process reengi-
neering unhindered by technological considerations or
whether industry-standard best practices are incorpo-
rated into the software. From this perspective, process
models that are easily created, modified, and analyzed
greatly aid process-reengineering efforts to realize the
promised benefits of enterprise systems. Hence,
researchers and managers are increasingly interested in
techniques, existing and new, for business-process
modeling, specification, implementation, mainte-
nance, and performance improvement [9]. 

We’ve developed an enterprise process-modeling
framework that can serve as the foundation for next-
generation enterprise systems. Here, we outline some
limitations of existing enterprise modeling techniques
and architectures, describe a prototype implementation
of the framework, and conclude with the significance
of this work. 

Enterprise Process Modeling Techniques
Many techniques for modeling enterprise processes,
including Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs), Integration
Definition for Function Modeling (IDEF0), and activ-
ity diagrams in the Unified Modeling Language, have
their roots in process modeling for software develop-
ment. In 1992, [3] reported “Process modeling work is
still young, and the span of the research agenda is still
being formulated. Nevertheless, work to date holds
promise for benefits in management, process-driven
environments, and process reengineering.” However,
this promise has been only partially realized with the
evolution of a number of techniques, architectures, and
frameworks focusing on modeling the enterprise in
general and business processes in particular. Such
approaches focus on modeling the enterprise in order
to reengineer or redesign business processes with the
help of information technology. In a broader context,
the technology itself is but a part of a greater whole,
including the enterprise, the supply chain, and entire
groups of related industries. Techniques include the
Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System
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Architecture business process modeling approach, the
Integrated Enterprise Modeling approach, the Purdue
Enterprise Reference Architecture, the predicate-logic-
based Toronto Virtual Enterprise method, Baan’s
Dynamic Enterprise Modeling method, and SAP’s adap-
tation of the Event-driven Process Chain method (part of
the Architecture of Integrated Information Systems).
Each provides a basic set of constructs to model enter-
prise functionality [5] but also involve four major gaps: 

Need for a theory base.
Existing process models
are descriptive but lack
prescriptive capabilities.
That is, they do not pro-
vide business modelers or
system architects a formal
theoretical base from
which business processes
can be analyzed in a rigor-
ous, quantitative manner.
This gap is serious; formal
analysis is essential for
learning the effect of
changes in process logic and parameters on business
performance measures in the interests of making better
business decisions. Moreover, an underlying formalism
would help the enterprise system architect generate
multiple, whole-process views of the enterprise at vari-
ous levels of abstraction. Such a capability is essential
for managing the enterprise.

Need for modeling and implementing distributed com-
puting. Many existing process modeling techniques do
not explicitly incorporate the distributed computing
paradigm of the Internet and lack the syntax and
semantics necessary for modeling the distributed enter-
prise and for designing and implementing the process
model in an Internet-based environment. Still needed
are modeling techniques compatible with the distrib-
uted infrastructure of the Internet. Companies using
mid- and large-scale ERP systems are dispersed geo-
graphically, making it imperative that their users be able
to collaborate in creating, modifying, and analyzing
process models from any location at any time. The
need for distributed access to process models is even
greater for next-generation extended enterprises and
virtual organizations. The process models in the enter-
prise software toolkit have not kept pace with other
developments in the computing paradigm.

Need for new process redesign semantics. Many process
modeling techniques, especially those originally
designed for software development, including DFDs,
are general-purpose by design. As a result, they lack
explicit semantics for enterprise-oriented concepts like
cost and time. While enterprise modeling architectures

and workflow software for process redesign allow for
these concepts, they are not generally tied to enterprise
software. Moreover, information on cost drivers and
process performance measures, including time, quality,
and efficiency, are not readily captured in existing
enterprise modeling systems. The challenge for the
architect is to create a simple and usable process-mod-
eling technique that also represents enterprise-oriented
semantics. 

Need to link business and
engineering processes. Con-
ventional wisdom points to
the fact that business results
are tied to physical
processes, whereby resources
are converted to products
satisfying market demand.
However, contemporary
process modeling approaches
do not adequately reflect the

interrelationships between business and production engi-
neering. Engineering approaches generally focus on phys-
ical conversion at one end of the process spectrum, while
business approaches focus on market and financial strate-
gies at the other end. To be effective, process design,
control, and improvement demand the use of modeling
methods with scalable and dynamic properties provid-
ing seamless links between business and technical
process issues.

Holistic Management
Together these four needs support the case for an inte-
grated process modeling framework. Our framework
thus takes an interdisciplinary approach, with inputs
from information systems, accounting, computer sci-
ence, industrial engineering, and business disciplines
(see Figure 1).

Any modeling approach must keep the user in the
loop. The strengths of popular process modeling tech-
niques, including DFDs and IDEF0, reflect their sim-
plicity; even novice end users readily understand the
associated graphical symbols and terminology. The
framework emphasizes business users and specialized
modelers who create, modify, analyze, and use enter-
prise process models. 

These models have at least two layers: front-end
graphical and back-end formal. A theoretical base is
established by well-defined mappings between the user-
oriented graphical model at the front end and its corre-
sponding formal representation at the back end. The
mapping is two-way; a formal representation can be
generated from a user’s graphical model and vice versa.
Note that the mappings are more than translations.
Analysis performed at the back end may provide inputs

Front-end layer

Back-end layer

Two-way
mapping

Enterprise Process
Models

Process Improvement
Linkages

Economic/Accounting
(such as Activity Based

Management)

Business Process
Reengineering

(such as Fishbone Analysis)

Engineering/Design
(such as Value Chain)

Distributed Computing
(such as XML)

User-oriented
graphical representation

Formal representation
(Petri nets)

Business
Users

Modelers

Figure 1. Conceptual model of
the framework.



to modify the front-end graphical
model and vice versa. The framework
entails a process modeling language

incorporating various process improvement methods, as
shown in Figure 1.

Implementation. We demonstrated the framework’s
feasibility with a proof-of-concept
implementation at the Center of
Computer Integrated Manufac-
turing at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity with four components: a
graphical process modeling tech-
nique; Petri net theory providing a
formal theory base; XML for map-
ping the front-end graphical layer
to the formal Petri net layer; and a
Web-based software prototype. 

The front-end modeling layer
is based on our newly developed
graphical process modeling lan-
guage—the Enterprise Process
Modeling Language, or EPML
[1]—which builds on such exist-
ing process modeling techniques
as DFDs, IDEF techniques, and
SAP’s Event-driven Process Chain
technique. Figure 2 outlines a
model created in EPML involving approval of purchase
requisitions. A requisition is first assigned to an
approver; if no approver is available, the requestor is
prompted to take appropriate action. If an approver is
available, the requestor is informed, and a record is
maintained of the status of the requisition. Once the
approver processes the requisition, the requestor is noti-
fied of the rejection or approval outcome.

The graphical models created through EPML are
then formalized as Petri net models. Although Petri net
theory is used here, the framework is general-purpose,

allowing for the coexistence of
other formalisms as well. Petri
nets provide a strong mathemati-
cal foundation for modeling and
analyzing concurrency, choice,
asynchronous completion [7],
state transitions, and other aspects
of business processes [2, 9]. Petri
net-based analysis results in such
quantitative summary measures as
throughput and response time.
Petri nets have also been used for
modeling workflows and verifying
the correctness of control flow in
business processes [2, 9, 10]. 

The translation between the
front-end EPML model and the back-end Petri net
representation is achieved through an XML-based
markup language; Figure 3 outlines this approach
using a subset of a larger model we created for a repre-
sentative next-generation enterprise involved in the
direct selling of computers to end customers.

Mapping a graphical process model to Petri net rep-
resentation is achieved in two steps, as shown in the fig-
ure. First, the elements necessary for specifying flow of
control in a business process—the tasks, their sequenc-
ing, and the logical transitions among them—are rep-
resented using a Petri net model that maintains nearly
one-to-one correspondence with its equivalent EPML
graphical model; we call this model the Task Specifica-
tion Diagram, or TSD, which is used to verify the cor-
rectness of the control flow specification. Verification is
essential for automated control and coordination of
business processes, because the control flow drives the
scheduling, sequencing, resource assignment, and allo-
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cation needed to create the final product or service.
Once correctness of control flow is established, it is nec-
essary to ensure the correctness of the resource assign-
ment policies and input-output specifications. This
second step involves enrichment of the TSD with the

details of each task’s input, output,
and resource requirements; we call
this resulting Petri net representa-

tion a Task Execution Diagram, or TED. The table here
includes sample analysis questions addressable through
the TSD and the TED. The analysis questions relate to
correctness of control flow (studied using the TSD) and
execution correctness and run-time performance met-
rics (studied using the TED).

Conclusion
Enterprise integration remains a challenging problem
for many organizations. Enterprise systems, once
viewed as a technological panacea for dealing with
information fragmentation, have produced mixed
results. Building better enterprise systems requires
putting the enterprise back into enterprise systems [4],
along with enterprise process modeling. The frame-
work we developed addresses several modeling con-
cerns relating to theory, distributed computing, process
semantics, and links between business and engineering
processes. With Petri net theory underlying the frame-
work’s graphical process models, managers and design-
ers get both ease-of-use of graphical process modeling
and the ability to perform rigorous quantitative and
qualitative performance analysis. An XML-based
markup language for mapping from the front end to
the back end (and vice-versa) enables a standard layer
for communicating with the existing systems of cus-
tomers, partners, and suppliers. 

Still needed is a comprehensive theoretical foundation
to drive the design and construction of next-generation
enterprise systems. Practitioners and researchers from
computing, business management, engineering, and

related areas must collaborate to develop effective tools,
techniques, and methods for ERP II. Architectural issues
underscored by this work include: building holistic
process models that link business and technical parame-
ters; integrating—semantically, logically, and physi-

cally—process submodels created
by distributed users; linking
descriptive models to underlying
formal analytic models; and linking
process models with the overall
logic of enterprise systems.
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Type of Analysis Sample QuestionsRepresentative Analysis Issues

Design. To verify the 
correctness of the 
flow of control in the 
process definition.

Performance. To 
evaluate the execution 
correctness and  
run-time performance 
of the process.

Can the customer assemble all valid 
system configurations?

Can the user's dialogue reach undesirable 
intermediate dead-end states from which 
there are no more options to proceed?

Is it possible for the system to charge a 
customer twice?

Can the order-fulfillment process get stuck
 indefinitely in some intermediate process?

What are the bottleneck resources? What 
is the average time to complete a customer 
order? What are the odds the customer 
order is delivered in two weeks?

1. Termination. Can a process attain all 
terminal state(s)?

2. Deadlock. Can a process attain a non-
terminal state from where the flow of control 
ceases, that is, is the process deadlocked?

3. 1–Boundedness. Is the task specification 
diagram safe, or1-bounded?

1. Resource assignment policies. Can the 
assignment of resources to various tasks lead 
to a deadlocked state?

2. Summary measures. Can important 
business questions be addressed using summary 
measures derived from the task execution 
diagram (TED)? Metrics, including resource 
utilization levels, response times, and estimated 
costs, can be derived either from TEDs or from 
additional queuing/simulation models based on 
the TED.

Representative 
Petri-net-based 
analysis.


